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Terms and Conditions from March 9th, 2023

1. I,  the  learner  driver  client,  declare  that  I  have  Read  and  understand  these  terms  &

conditions  and  that  I  accept  these  terms  &  conditions  for  driving  lessons  /  driving

assessments.. 

2. There is a strict 48 hour driving lessons cancellation policy for driving lessons and driving

assessments being cancelled. Should people not give the required driving lesson / driving

assessment cancellation notice then a fee will apply, or if paid in advance the fee will be

deducted from the amount paid.

This is to be able to have time to offer the time slot to someone else.

3. We reserve the right to with-draw the car from use at any stage of the learning to drive

process.

4. For all advance payments for driving lessons / driving assessments there is a cooling off

period of 15 days from the payment date. If any driving lessons / assessments have been

done in the first 15 days then the charge for such driving lessons will be the standard rate

should a person cancel subsequent driving lessons. For any cancellations after this period,

provided condition no. 2 above is met also, any refund will be in the form of a credit note /

driving lessons voucher.

5. A student may request to change Driving Instructor / School if they wish.

6. A dash camera may be used in the car for everyone's safety and for training & quality

purposes.
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7. A  student  while  driving  is  NOT permitted  to  hold  /  use  a  mobile  phone.  The  Driving

Instructor may do so as is necessary only, i.e. to forward data to a client with their consent.

8. If we cancel a lesson on a client for unforeseen circumstances we will do our utmost to

provide as much notice as possible to the client. We will  do our best to re-arrange the

lesson with the client as soon as possible.

9. For driving lessons if a client is late the maximum a driving instructor is obligated to wait is

15mins. After that the lesson is forfeit and a charge will apply, or if paid in advance the fee

will be deducted from the amount paid.

10.We reserve the right to terminate or cancel a driving lesson if a client is under the influence

of any alcohol or other substance for health and safety reasons. Full charge for the time

lost will be charged to the client.

11.Driving lessons prices are detailed on http://www.drivinglessonscork.ie/lesson.html

12.All driving lessons must be paid for before any lesson begins. All driving lessons / Gift

Vouchers paid for must be taken within a 5 year time frame. Pre-paid driving lessons  / Gift

Vouchers are non transferable and non-cashable..

13.During any pandemic should driving lessons take place there is a maximum of two people

in the car for lessons, as insurance does not cover others in the car generally.

14.  If people pay by Sum-up or Revulot for driving lesson/s, and the fee is not paid 24 hours

before the next driving lesson then we will not be showing up for that next driving lesson.

15.All driving lessons / driving assessments done in a clients own car are done under their

insurance policy.

16.Driving lessons offers are valid for 24 hours only. Any driving lesson offers not accepted

after this time may not be granted.

17.For any client requesting a logbook to be posted out to them a charge for the log book and

the post / packaging will apply.
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18.Currently,Cú-Chulainn Driving Lessons Cork is not hiring our car/s for the purpose of the

driving test.. All things considered, it is not worth it. We have always said people have a

much better chance of passing a driving test using their own car.

19.For any driving lesson to commence a learner driver must have their learner permit with

them on their person to drive during the lesson. If the client has not got a learner permit

with them then the lesson will cannot go ahead and the driving lesson fee will be charged.

20.For an EDT driving lesson to commence a learner driver must have their learner permit

with them to drive during the lesson. If the client has not got a learner permit with them

then the EDT driving lesson will not go ahead and the driving lesson fee will be charged.

21.For an EDT driving lesson to commence a learner driver must legally have their EDT log

book with them for the EDT driving lesson. If the client has not got their EDT logbook with

them on their person then the EDT driving lesson will not go ahead and the EDT driving

lesson fee will  be charged. However, a standard basic (non-EDT) driving lesson will  be

offered to the learner driver instead.
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